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Abstract- Animating signs of a sign language requires on
demand bone movement of a signing avatar based on single
posture, multi posture signs for the words with a known sign,
and fingerprinting signs for representing unknown words
character by character. Ordering and sequencing of different
types of signs corresponding to words/phrases of a typical
spoken/written language are the most essential features of a 3D
signing avatar. Typical techniques of signing avatar animation
are video sequencing of signs of corresponding words of a
sentence, or replaying movements of signs with motion-captured
animation sequences. This paper presents a multi-facet 3D
avatar and an animation framework that supports the definition
and animation of sign gestures without motion capture
hardware. The system is developed to accommodate any sign
language, but a prototype has been built for the Sinh ala sign
language (SSL). The avatar system is initially built with 10
bones per arm. It is then extended to 29 bones per arm to
improve flexibility in palm and fingers. The avatar animation
framework is capable of signing 200 plus gestures of both single
and multi posture SSL signs and 40 fingerprinting SSL signs.
Speed and uniformity of the sign gesture animation is achieved
by the automatic calculation of intermediate sequences of arm
movements of signs within a given number of frames, or with a
user defined increment value per bone. Animation system also
supports the definition of fingerprinting signs, with a user
defined tag set corresponding to the alphabet of any given sign
language.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Express one's ideas to an aurally handicapped person
requiring services of a trained sign interpreter who is a scarce
resource in any country. Computer scientists throughout the
world have tried to solve this problem using animated human
models on demand, to perform a sign language gesture
animation.

Instead of moving a 3D hand based on keyboard inputs, it
is essential to initiate hand movement using an ordered set of
commands when a sign language gesture is animated. There
are two types of sign gestures in a sign language: static and
varying gestures. For example, a word such as "you" (OO@)
shows the right hand index finger pointing towards the
observer in a static posture in Sinhala sign language (SSL).
Therefore, irrespective of the initial position of the arm, the
final position of the index finger is taken as the gesture. The
latter considers the movement of the arm from one posture to
another to represent a word in laymen language. For example,
representing the word "ugly" (2S)l2Sl)in Sinhala sign language
requires moving the right hand little finger clockwise around
the face while the other fingers are flexed [2]. One gesture
per Sinhala word is more common in SSL, whereas a single
gesture exists for entire phrase, such as "I love you" (®®
oo@C) qJ.:;e(13) and "how are you" (oo@C) e2S)JewJ®':;).
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In a majority of techniques available to animate a sign
language's gestures, a human model that moves the fingers in
one hand or both hands simultaneously is required. This
process is also known as manual signing. Moreover, Phone~ic
symbols that contain complex torso movement and facial
expressions combined with mouth movements are referred to
as non-manual signing or fingerprinting.

Graphical modelling of a human avatar requires a lot of
time, creativity and specialist skills. Therefore good graphical
human models, mostly commercial in nature, are usually built
for computer games and the film industry. iCommunicator [1]
for American Sign Language (ASL), which is a commercial
signing application, utilizes such commercial graphical
models coupled with expensive motion capture hardware for
making video sequences to model human gestures using
complex graphic cards.

II. RELATED WORK

A sequencing of motion-captured British sign language
(BSL) words based on English sentences is the technique
presented by Pezeshkpour et al. [3] to animate BSL. Gestures
animated in a computer terminal using the TESSA
framework supports conveying most common messages to a
deaf person in British post offices with BSL. Vocabulary of
the TESSA system is limited only to common words/phrases
used in British post offices [4]. Adding new gestures to both
these systems involves an expensive motion capture process.

To reduce the motion capture process for each and every
sign, the Signing Gesture Markup Language (SiGML)
notation is used as presented by Elliott et al. [6], based on the
HamNoSys version 2 by Prillwitz et al. [7] under the
ViSiCAST project" [5]. The SiGML notation supports
defining signs of BSL, the Dutch and the German Sign
languages. SiGML notation represents a sign gesture as a
collection of movements of different parts of a human body
in an XML-like notation. SiGML has a core set of commonly
used hand postures while other hand poses are defined by the
transition of hand location from these core sets of hand
postures. Transitions can take the form of a straight line,
rotation or zigzag motion [9]. A virtual avatar, vGuido, is
developed -with the contributions made by multiple
institutions in the European Union under the e-SIGN project
[8] to perform a synthesis of signs in SiGML notation from
the content of government web sites and weather forecasts in
Europe. Defining a sign in SiGML notation is a complex task
even with a supporting editor because it requires a complete
and comprehensive knowledge of existing core gestures.

Kaneko et al. has developed a technique of word-to-word
translation of Japanese text to Japanese Sign Language (JSL)
using TV program Making Language (TVML) [11]. TVML
is a text-based markup language that generates graphically
animated TV programs by simply writing a script in TVML
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